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Fred’s Background & Past Work

• B.S. in Computer Science (MIT, 1986)
• M.S. and Ph.D. supervised by Seymour Papert and 
Edith Ackermann, MIT Media Laboratory

• in 1989 co-founded MIT “6.270” Autonomous Robot 
Design Competition

• did research that led to 1998 LEGO Mindstorms 
Robotics Invention System

• designed “Handy Board” robotics microcontroller,  
now in use worldwide

• published Robotic Explorations (2001), Prentice-Hall



What is Robotics?

• computation/control

• sensing

• actuation

• communication

➮ Norbert Weiner’s Cybernetics: or, Control 
and Communication in the Animal and the 
Machine (1948)



Premise on how people learn:

Kids Have To Do It 
Themselves.

everything:  conceptualization, design, 
engineering, program, debugging, etc., etc.



Technology
(hardware & software 

materials)

Projects &
Applications

(what are they doing)

People & Contexts
(who and how)

Dimensions of the Work



Some Technology (hardware)

LEGO RCX Brick (1998)

Handy Board (1995)

Handy Cricket (2000)

MIT P-Brick (1996)



Some Technology (software)



People & Contexts

• elementary school, middle school, high school, 
college/univ?

• extra-curricular or mainstream?

• small groups or whole class?

• role of the teacher?

Most interesting:  Curriculum Integration

• e.g., Rhode Island’s “Robotic Park” ;
Ireland’s “Empowering Minds” (both at primary 
level)



Engaging Computing... Whimsical contraptions



Engaging Computing... Musical contraptions



Engaging Computing... Computational Jewelry

4 Questions...
• are you a girl?
• are you left handed?
• do you have pets?
• are you 9 yrs old?

The project:  Use Crickets 
to build communicating 
necklaces that light up 
based on how you 
correlate with your friends.



Engaging Computing... Mosquito Science

The project: 

“I am a mosquito biologist and I have developed a number of 
traps (www.sonicweb.com) for use in collecting mosquitoes 
and other biting insects for population work.  

There has been some work recently on the use of different 
color LEDs vs standard CM47 bulb in mosquito traps.  There 
are two areas I will be investigating.  Intensity, probably 10 
MCD vs 1000MCD in various wavelengths.  The 2nd area is in 
blending as well turning on and off various LEDs, maybe as 
many as ten different cycles.  I will start the studies with a 
minimum of 4 seconds in various iterations.”



Conclusions

• This is fun stuff, and we need involve 
more people by thinking outside of the 
“robot box” for applications

• Kids and teachers can do it themselves 
if we design the appropriate 
materials/technologies/software and 
give them time to play.


